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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Light of Life Trust (LOLT) is a non-governmental organization established in 2002 with a 

vision to transform the lives of underprivileged rural communities. The Founder Villy Doctor‟s 

unconditional love for each individual who seeks help is the moving force behind the projects of 

Light of Life Trust.   

 

Integrity, excellence, transparency, passion and commitment, respect, trust and joy are the 

core values of the organization that are clearly reflected in all the areas of our work. 

The Founder and Chairperson of Light of Life Trust,  Villy Doctor, along with a few likeminded 

& concerned individuals came together to look at different avenues through which various 

supportive &  sustainable programmes  could be initiated to  reach out to women & children, 

the most venerable section of  Indian society especially in rural India.   

With the formation of Light of Life Trust in 2002, the founding members focused their 

energies on looking at different approaches to establish a community centre for women, a 

senior citizen home, a children‟s home and a medical diagnostic centre through Project Jagruti 

and a hospice & a Research & Development centre through Project Aangan. 

A study of the local community in Karjat brought to light various issues of concern out of 

which the issue of out of school children emerged as the neediest segment needing immediate 

attention. 

Keeping the above in mind and looking at addressing the immediate need of the community, 

the third vertical of Light of Life Trust - Project Anando was launched in the year 2005 with 

25 children in Karjat Tehsil, Raigad District, Maharashtra, based on the belief that no child 

should be forced to drop out of school, as the kind of start they get will determine the 

foundation for their children. The project aims to realize the untapped potential of India‟s rural 

children and empower them through the 3 E approach – Educate, Empower and Equip for 

Employability. 

In this academic year 2009 – 10, Project Anando has reached out to 2730 beneficiaries 

across 319 villages through 31 centres across five districts in the state of Maharashtra, namely, 

Raigad, Mumbai, Jalna, Washim and Nandurbar Districts.  

Jeevan Asha Community Centre under Project Jagruti set up to provide vocational training & 

livelihood opportunities to the local communities was successfully inaugurated in the month of 

January 2010.     
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Major highlights of the year are: 

Project Anando:  

 Implementation of the Anando Programme in  

o Marathwada Region – Jalna District (526 beneficiaries) 

o Vidharba Region - Washim District (305 beneficiaries) 

o Northern Maharashtra  Region – Nandurbar  District (100 beneficiaries) 

 

 Anant Programme – Dance component of the music programme for Anando 

beneficiaries introduced in Karjat and Alibaug Taluka with 61 students learning Indian 

Folk dance. 

 In all over 1100 children participated in the Bal Kala Mahotsav planned in Karjat, 

Alibaug & Mangaon Districts.  

 4500 parents are a part of Project Anando and participate actively in all the 

programmes organized during the year for our beneficiaries.  

 Student Friendly Supplementary Education Programme initiated in Jalna District with 

535 beneficiaries across all eight centres. 

 Anando Plus reached out to 296 students in Raigad District in this academic year. 

Students visited various educational Institutes as a part of the exposure visit to colleges 

& institutions before they make a decision regards which career option to select post 

Std. X. 

In this reporting year, Project Anando reached out to 2730 children and parents from 

319 villages across 31 centres in the state of Maharashtra.  

Project Jagruti: 

 Inauguration of Jeevan Asha community centre on 2oth February 2010. 

 Finalization of the vocational training programmes to be conducted at the 

community centre: 

o Computer Training Courses 

o Sewing & Tailoring Courses 

o Course in Agriculture 

o Course in Catering 

o Hospitality Management  

 

Project Aangan: 

 Finalization of the objectives for Project Aangan. 
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2. ABOUT LIGHT OF LIFE TRUST (LOLT) 

Light of Life Trust is a non-profit, non-governmental, organisation established in 2002 

with a vision to transform the lives of the underprivileged rural communities. The 

founder Villy Doctor‟s unconditional love for each individual who seeks help is the 

moving force behind the projects of the Light of Life Trust. 

 

 LOLT Vision: 

Development of underprivileged communities through education, empowerment and 

employability. 

 

 LOLT Mission: 

To realise the untapped potential of India‟s rural communities and empower them 

through various programmes leading to their overall growth and development. 

 

 LOLT Objectives: 

 To uplift disadvantaged children by reinstating them in schools. 

 To provide care and shelter to homeless and orphaned children 

 To support destitute, abandoned or widowed women. 

 To give a life of dignity and respect to the aged. 

 To create a hospice for the terminally ill, that they may live their last days in 

peace and comfort. 

 

 History 

The Founder and Chairperson of the Light of Life Trust, Villy Doctor, along with a few 

likeminded and concerned individuals came together to look at different avenues 

through which various supportive and sustainable programmes could be initiated to 

reach out to women and children, the most vulnerable section of the Indian society 

especially in rural India. 

 

With the formation of the Light of Life Trust in 2002, the founding members discussed 

at establishing a holistic community centre (orphanage, senior citizens home, 

community centre and medical diagnostic centre) through one of its vertical – Jagruti 

and the second in Uttan village of Gorai to set up a hospice and a Research and 

Development centre through its vertical Aangan. 

 

At the same time a professional worker fr0m the Tata Institute of Social Sciences was 

appointed to study the needs of the community in Karjat. The study brought to light 

various issues of concern out of which the issue of out of school children emerged as the 

neediest segment needing immediate attention.  
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Keeping the above in mind and looking at addressing the immediate need of the 

community, the third vertical of Light of Life Trust – Anando was launched in the year 

2005 to address the need of secondary school dropouts.  The programmes was initiated 

with 25 children in Karjat  Tehsil, Raigad District, Maharashtra based on the belief no 

child should be forced to drop out of school, as the kind of start they get will determine 

their foundation.  

Anando programme in the last academic year 2008 – 2009 has been replicated in 

other districts of Maharashtra namely Jalna, Washim and Nandurbar. In Mumbai 

district it reaches out to urban slum children in Worli, Mumbai. 

In the academic year 2009 –10 Light of Life Trust through the Anando 

project reached out to 2730 rural children and their families from 319 

villages in 5 districts, namely - Mumbai, Raigad, Jalna, and Washim & 

Nandurbar in the state of Maharashtra. 

 

 LOLT Projects:  

         Light of Life Trust (LOLT) has three verticals under its umbrella: 

 Project Anando:  

Project Anando was initiated in the year 2005 to support children in the age group 

11 – 18 years by adopting the 3 E approach – (Educate Empower and Equip for 

employability) with the belief that no child should be forced to drop out of school. 

The project works towards uplifting underprivileged rural children, by reinstating 

them in schools, empowering and equipping them with skills to live in mainstream 

society. The goal is not just literacy but complete all round development of each child 

through: 

 

Education

•Selected children are supported to complete their education and equip them with skills to

enable them to become self sufficient.

• Educational inputs are provided through Student Friendly Supplementary Education

Programmes(SFSEP) to ensure children are given indepth input for Mathematics and

English.

Empowerment

•Weekend workshops focused on self growth, personality development and building 

confidence.

Equip for Employability

•Anando Plus supports deserving children to take a decision post state level exams on the 

career they want to take up.

•Those students desirous of continuing higher education are also supported and helped to 

seek the admissions to colleges in their fields of interest. 
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 Project Jagruti:  

Initiated in the year 2009, to create an awakening amongst the 

underprivileged section of the community through which they can blossom 

with emotional support and inter-dependence. Project Jagruti will cater to 

four categories of services, namely:    

 Children’s Home: To make each child an independent and productive 

citizen of a responsible community through providing shelter and all 

round development to orphan children. 

 Community Centre: Empowering the community to be able to live a 

dignified life with financial independence through vocational training. 

Jeevan Asha- the community centre was inaugurated in February 2010. 

 Senior Citizens Home: To enable senior citizens to continue to live an 

involved and satisfying life as they become role models and surrogate 

grandparents to children.  

 Medical Diagnostic Centre: To provide a much needed medical service in 

the rural community, ensure early identification, detection of fatal 

diseases and to provide guidance for corrective treatment. 

 

 Project Aangan:  

To provide alternate healing therapies, give care and comfort to the 

terminally ill in residential quarters and engage in research. 
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3. PROJECT ANANDO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mission statement: 

To realize the untapped potential of India’s rural children and 

empower them; and to recognize them as a major source. We 

believe no child should be forced to drop out of school, as the 

kind of start they will get will determine the foundation for 

their future 
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Anando Programme 

Project Anando was initiated to support children in the age group 11 – 18 years by 

adopting the 3 E approach – (Educate, Empower and Equip for employability). We work 

towards uplifting underprivileged rural children, by reinstating them in schools, 

empowering and equipping them with the skills to live in the mainstream society.  

Anando Programme, initiated in Karjat with 25 children, now reaches out to 2730 

children across 31 centres. The programme has successfully been replicated in 319 villages 

of Maharashtra. 

Components of the Anando Programme: 

 Education Linked Material Distribution: In the beginning of the new academic year the 

organization provides each Anando beneficiary with basic education and other education 

linked Material to ensure that the needs of the beneficiaries are met with. It would 

include: 

o Books, notebooks, guides, compass boxes, pens, pencils,  

o Clothing includes uniforms, casual clothes, rain coats, warm clothes. 

o Health supplements, nutritious food, medical aid on requirement. 

 

 Weekend Workshops are conducted every Saturday and Sunday on different aspects of 

academics, self awareness, personality development and building self confidence. 

 

 Home visits: Intensive counseling and ongoing home visits. 

 

 Parent and Community Awareness & Training Sessions are organized for parents and 

community members on a regular basis. The sessions include topics on child rearing 

practices, ways to pay attention to child study, issue of early marriages and its 

detrimental effect on the child, establishing self help groups, modernization techniques in 

agriculture etc in addition to maintaining regular contact with them and ensure their 

involvement 

  

 Teachers and Peer Group meetings are conducted on a regular basis to discuss each and 

every beneficiary with their respective teachers. These meetings are focused on sharing 

the development of the beneficiaries and discussions on strategies for further 

development with the school teachers. This also ensures their involvement in the 

programme. The peer group meetings with the aim to create an awareness of the 

importance of education and the need to support their peer in this respect. 

 

 SFSEP – Student Friendly Supplementary Education Programme helps in addressing 

needs of Anando children in two most feared subjects - English and Mathematics. 
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 Anant music programme helps soothe the mind and enrich musical talents in Anando 

children through lectures, demonstrations and practical sessions by qualified and trained 

music teachers. 

 

 Mahachurcha and Sphurti programmes aim to strengthen preparedness of Std X 

students for examinations. The students interact with past ranker students and learn 

about different methods of studying and best practices that could be adopted to fare 

well in the examinations. These discussions create awareness among the beneficiaries 

about the serious approach that needs to be adhered to in order to perform well in 

exams. 

 

 Anando Plus supports children in exploring avenues for career choices, higher education, 

and enrollment in vocational guidance courses.  
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Project Anando – Programmes at a Glance 

2009 - 10 

 

Name of Activities  
Raigad District  

Mumbai 
District  

Jalna 
District  

Washim 
District  

Nandurbar 
District  

Karjat  Alibaug  Mangaon Worli Jalna Washim Nandurbar 

Education Material 
Distribution        

Weekend Workshops       

Parent Programmes  

Parent Meetings        

Effective Parent 
Trainings           

Parent Melava          

Special Programmes 

Bal Kala Mahotsav           

Mahacharcha/ 
Sphurti            

Study Tour          

Health Check up 
Camp          

Summer Vacation 
Programme         

Rainy Picnic            

Sports Day            

Tree Plantation              
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Anando Programme & Impact  

Overall 

The Anando programme in this academic year reached out to 2730 children and around 

4000 parents / guardians in the state of Maharashtra across 319 villages in 31 centres. 

       Project 
Anando 

Karjat Alibaug Washim Nandurbar Jalna Mumbai 
(Worli) 

Mangaon Total 

Gender Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl 

Anando  
Children 

247 297 43 57 139 166 66 74 261 265 17 23 100 121 873 1015 

SFSEP 
 

294 393 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 107 121 Included in 
Anando 
Children 

SSFEP  
Non 

Anando 

369 children are Anando children whereas 546 are non – Anando but are beneficiaries of the SSFEP 
programme. 

218 328 

Anant 30 33 17 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   

Anando 
Plus 

113 113 09 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 21 147 149 

 
Total 

 
2730 Children 

 
1238 

 
1492 
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Konkan Region – Raigad District 

Karjat & Khallapur Taluka 

 

     

 

      

 

 

Parents engrossed in a game during the Parent Melava 
Karjat & Khallapur Taluka 

Summer vacation – time to learn 

how to ride the bicycle 
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Konkan Region: Raigad District 

 Karjat Taluka & Khalapur Taluka: 
 

Project Anando initiated in Karjat and Khalapur Taluka with 25 children to start with on 

March 23, 2005. In this academic year, Project Anando reached out to 546 children from 

126 villages through nine centres functional in Karjat and Khalapur Taluka.  

The table below depicts the various centres and the number of children per centre in 

this academic year: 

Sr. No. Name of Centre No. of Beneficiaries 

1 Karjat 70 

2 Kadav 55 

3 Khopoli A 64 

4 Khopoli B 64 

5 Kondiwade 41 

6 Neral 58 

7 Khandas 77 

8 Tiware 57 

9 Mohili 60 

Total   546 
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Programmes – Karjat and Khalapur Taluka 

The various programmes conducted in the 9 centres are as under: 

Education Material Distribution 

In the month of June 2009 the educational material distribution 

programme was held centre wise across the nine centres in Karjat 

& Khalapur Taluka. Text & Note books, compass box, pencils, 

uniforms, school bags etc were provided to all the 546 beneficiaries 

in this Taluka. The beneficiaries and their parents were overjoyed to 

receive the material which was a great source of motivation for 

them to continue in their 

efforts to receive education.  

During the programme parents & children were  clearly 

explained the reasons why the material was being 

provided to them, what were their roles and 

responsibilities and how each one of them would have to 

work towards achieving their goals jointly.  

The Education material distribution programmes across 

all the centres were organised along with   parents 

meeting.  Village representatives like the village head, government officials were invited as chief 

guests. The children received the material from the guests present. The students with highest 

marks in the previous year were acknowledged and they shared their thoughts on the 

importance of education with all present. 

In all 546 Anando beneficiaries from Karjat & Khalapur Taluka were provided with education 

and other linked material. 

Weekend Workshops 

During this academic year the topics covered with the beneficiaries ranged from know yourself 

better to importance of good health in one‟s life to self discipline and its value in everyday life 

to child‟s roles & responsibilities in the family etc.  Weekend workshops are the nurturing 

grounds for our Anando beneficiaries and have a high impact on the beneficiaries as per some 

of the feedback received from them. Impact of the weekend workshops have also been observed 

by the parents who find positive changes in their wards behaviour and mannerisms at home. 

 The average attendance across all centres was 77.5% during this reporting period. The chart 

below indicates attendance across the nine centres in Karjat & Khalapur Taluka.   

An Anando Beneficiary with 

his mother with Education 

material at Tiware Centre  

Anando beneficiary receiving her 

educational material from the 

Chief Guest at the Kadav Centre 
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Parent Programmes 

Parent Meetings: In the nine centres of Karjat & Khalapur Taluka parent meetings were 

conducted once in every two months in every 

centre. In this academic year for the first time 

SFSEP teachers were given a time slot with the 

parents to enable them to discuss details about the 

SFSEP classes and how parents support would help 

the children‟s progress tremendously. This was 

appreciated by the parents as now they were able 

to regularly interact at length with the teachers and be able to remedy situations immediately.  

Effective Parent Training Programmes: In this reporting period two effective parent 

training programme were conducted for parents at all the nine centres. Sessions on Aandh 

Shraddha (Blind belief in Superstition), Adolescent age challenges faced by children, savings 

habits, roles & responsibilities, learning challenges faced by children, health awareness, etc.    

Parent Melava - Ekhach Divas Amcha Baharnyacha 

The Palak Melava for parents of the Karjat & Khalapur Taluka was organized on 18th February 

2009 at the Royal Garden, Karjat. 490 parents from the nine centres participated in the 

Palak Melava – a day full of fun, frolic sparkling 

with talented parents leaving lasting memories 

behind for our group of parents who otherwise 

lead very busy and stressful lives.  

The Chief Guest for the day was Hon. Devendraji 

Satam, a popular local community leader whose 

motivational talk was much appreciated by one 

and all present.  

72 68
78 80
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77 74
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94
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Workshop Attendance in Karjat and Khalapur Taluka

       Parents at Royal Garden during the Parent 

Melava held in Karjat in Feb, 2009 
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83% parents attended the Palak Melava and enthusiastically participated in the day long 

activities, competitions and fun activities planned for them.   

The Centre - wise participation of the parents was as under: 

Name of Centre  No. of Parents  

Karjat 62 

Tiware 75 

Kondiwade 40 

Mohili 61 

Neral 36 

Kadav 49 

Khopoli 92 

Khandas 75 

 

 

 

Bal Kala Mahotsav  

The most eagerly awaited programme by the children 

under Project Anando was held over a period of two 

days with the final day culminating in a grand display 

of talent by our children at the Royal Garden Hall in 

Karjat on 28th & 29th December 2009.  

Preparations for the Bal Kala Mahotsav began at least 

two months before the scheduled date at the centre 

level. Children gave their names for the various 

78 79
82 80 82

71 71
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Average Attendence in Parents activities  Karjat & Khallapur Taluka 

At the Drawing Competition 
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competitions - drawing, essay writing, elocution, singing, mono act plays, dance, group dance 

etc. Looking at the overwhelming number of entries given by the children it was decided to 

organize the drawing and essay writing competitions at the centre level itself prior to the 

Mahotsav. A second venue was booked to conduct the singing and elocution competitions and 

the other major events were held at the Royal Garden itself in front of a packed audience and 

eminent group of judges.  

In all 368 students participated in the Bal Kala Mahotsav in this academic year. Ms Vaijayanta 

Adhav from Kadav centre and Mr Rahul Kakade from Karjat Centre were awarded the 

Student of the year award. 

The average attendance at the Bal kala Mahotsav was 70% in this academic year in Karjat & 

Khallapur Taluka.  

 

Mahachurcha 

In the month of July 2009 the Mahacharcha Programme was organized for the batch of Std X 

students and their parents who would appear for their board exam in the month of March 

2010. The programme‟s main aim was to make the students meet and interact with top 

ranking students of Std X of the previous year who share their best practices with the new 

batch and motivate them to study better. The parents of the top ranking students were also 

invited to share their experiences with the parents present in order to give them the assurance 

that they too could be supportive to their wards in many ways and help them achieve success. 

School principals and teachers were also present during this programme to provide additional 

motivation to the students  

0
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100
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In the year 2009 -10, in all 162 students from Karjat & Khallapur Taluka appeared for the 

Std X exams. 92% of these children participated along with their parents attended the 

Mahacharcha Programme held at the Brahman Sabha Hall in Karjat    

 

 

Study Tour 

A study tour was organized for the students of all the centres to the nearby Yadavrao 

Tasgaonkar College of Engineering & Management at Chandhai, Bhivpuri-Karjat, Raigad 

District on 15th September 2009.  

The study tour was aimed towards exposing students to 

management studies as also to give them an exposure to 

higher studies and the possible career options open to 

them.  

92 % students were a part of the Study Tour organized. 

Through the visit the students were able to receive basic 

knowledge of courses like - computer engineering, Chemical 

engineering, Electrical engineering etc. They were able to walk 

through the college library and were given a clear 

understanding of the Library setup & the Librarian‟s 

responsibility as well. The principal of the college itself took time 

to speak to the students and explained how they could enter 

the various fields of engineering.  
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Health Check up Programme 

In this academic year Medical Health Check up Camps were organized at all the nine centres in 

the month of August – September 2009. 87% students attended the medical camp and took 

advantage of the services offered to them through the same. Centre level attendance for the 

same is as under: 

 

Local Medical practitioners, government hospital authorities were extremely supportive and 

were present in batches of 4 – 5 members each at every check up camp held in this academic 

year. A health card was created per child marking each child‟s height, weight, BMI as well as 

other medical issues observed in the child. Children with skin, eye, and ear ailments were called 

in especially by the doctors to the hospital for further treatment to the local hospital. One child 

was diagnosed with early signs of Leprosy and underwent three month treatment post the 

medical camp. 

 

Summer Vacation Programme 

In the month of May 2009 various activities were planned and 

conducted for the Anando beneficiaries for a period of 10 – 

15 days at each centre to ensure students spent their vacation 

time in undertaking creative activities instead of whiling away 

their time at home. The activities conducted during this period 

per centre are as under:  
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Sr. No.  Name of Centre  Summer Activity Undertaken  

1 Karjat  Sweet Home Competition 
Dance   
Health Education 
 Rangoli 
 Mehendi 
 Flower Making  
Craft Making 
 English Communication 

2 Mohili  Drawing 
 English communication 
 Singing classes 
 Health camp 
 Acting Skill 
 Bicycle training 

3 Kadav Drawing 
 Mehendi  
 Rangoli  
Singing 
Kite flying 

4 Khandas Music (Singing) 
 Health Education Camp for girls 

5 Neral Basic English 
 Drawing 
 Dancing 
 Health Camp 
 Basic Maths 
 Collage painting 

6 Tiware Dance 
 Drawing 
 Music (Singing) 
 Health Education camp 
 Craft making 

7 Khopoli A Karate 
 Drawing 
 Dancing 
 Rangoli 
 Health Camp 
 Computer 

8 Khopoli B 

9 Kondiwade  Dance 
 Drawing 
 Music (Singing) 
 Health Education camp 
 Craft making 

 

Summer vacation camps at each and every centre was a huge success as children eagerly 

participated in the planned activities. In Tiware zone even other children from the village who 

were not Anando beneficiaries participated in the activities on request.  

 

Student Friendly Supplementary Education Programme (SFSEP) 

In this academic year the SFSEP teachers undertook conscious efforts to ensure an increase in 

the attendance levels of the students which would then translate into an improvement in their 
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academic performances. In Karjat & Khalapur Taluka the efforts showed results as teachers 

were able to increase and sustain attendance levels across all the nine centres throughout the 

year. The average attendance (70%) levels per centre are presented in the chart below.   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this academic year apart from the regular ongoing teaching activities during daily sessions a 

number of new concepts, interactive sessions were incorporated for the students and SFSEP 

team members to further enhance the high impact of the programme.  

 

During this period the SFSEP teachers for the first time came to understand the importance of 

holistic development as they came across students whose academic progress was being 

hampered due to various disturbances in their homes or in them. Working to resolve the same 

jointly with the Anando social workers have been one of the greatest learning‟s for the team in 

this academic year.  

 

The average annual result was 95.25% and most of the rankers in the schools were students 

who were a part of the SFSEP programme.  

 

Some of the experiments that worked: 

For the children:  

 Introduction to – Reading as the best 

method of teaching  

 Learning English through games – to 

break the inherent fear whilst learning 

the English language 

 Need for 100% concentration in class 

through drama and student role plays 

 Celebration of Guru Purnima at the centre level  

 Befriending students through Mathematics – discovery of the fun elements in 

mathematics! 

 Student meetings to discuss and find own solutions concept introduced in the centres. 

 Bhaavanacha taas – an hour of emotions aimed at helping students remove negative 

thoughts through discussions & sharing of situations that impacted the children.  
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For the SFSEP Team: 

 Two bright and dynamic SFSEP teachers given additional responsibilities as 

Assistant Programme Coordinators proved to be very beneficial as they were able to 

provide additional support and guidance on a regular basis to all the teachers in 

SFSEP 

 Capacity building programmes organized over the year to further enhance teachers 

performances 

o English Communication Workshop – 7 day intensive workshop  

o SFSEP Staff Manthan II & III – six monthly review of programme  

o Cross zone special guidance sessions and teaching was undertaken for the 

first time on an experimental basis. The exchange of teachers proved very 

beneficial and a lot of new learning‟s were gained by each and every teacher 

involved.  

 

Anant Programme 

In the year 2008 the Anant Programme was initiated in Karjat and has grown to cover more 

children over the year. In Karjat & Khalapur Taluka, the Anant programme is conducted in 

the Khopoli, Neral, Tiware, Karjat, Kadav Centres in Indian Vocal, Tabla & Folk Dance. Details 

of the children benefitting from the Anant Programme are as under:  

 

Anant Programme : Karjat & Khalapur District  

Location  Vocal  Tabla  Dance  Total  

Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  

Karjat  5 1 1 9     6 10 

Khopoli  4 2 6 4     10 6 

Neral   7 3 3 7 8 1 18 11 

Tiware  15 3 -  -  11 3 26 6 

Kadav  10 4 -  -  6 2 16 6 

Total  76 39 

Grand Total  115 

 

The programme was initiated in Kadav & Tiware Centre in the month of January 2010. In 

this academic year the Dance Component was also introduced for the children. Based on 

selection criteria the dance centres were initiated in Kadav, Tiware, & Neral Centres in Karjat 

& Khalapur Taluka.   

 

In this academic year Anant Children had the opportunity to perform in front of live audiences 

at many of the events organized by the Light of Life Trust to a stupendous response of 

audiences. The children‟s performances brought to the front the immeasurable hidden music 

talent in our children who bloom with small strokes of attention and appreciation.  

Anant children enthralled audiences @ 
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 The Guru Purnima Celebrations held in Mumbai in July 2009 

 Launch of Project Jagruti at the Taj Mahal Hotel in September 2009  

 Inauguration of Project Jagruti at Tiware, Karjat in January 2010 

 The Light of Life Trust fund raiser – Sur Sangeet Sangam held in March 2010 at the 

Nehru Auditorium  

 

21 Anant children gave their first external examination this year. The Sugam Sangeet 

Examination – Geet Prathama was held by the Shri Samarth Sharda Sugam Sangeet Mandir, 

Kalyan on 30th January 2010. The examiners were impressed by the quality of voice of the 

children and motivated them to practise regularly and with commitment to achieve greater 

heights. 

  

                           
 

Anando Plus:   

Under Anando Plus Std. XI & XII students are supported and guided in the choice of careers 

they would like to pursue keeping in mind 

their interest, aptitude and capacities. 

Individually students are advised and 

motivated to follow a certain path that 

would lead to their progress and 

development.   In the month of June 2009 

a Career guidance program was organized at 

Karjat wherein many professionals where invited to 

come and interact with the students and share 

with them details of their careers and how to 

achieve success in the same.  

                                                
 

 

Ms Supriya More OF Neral Centre scored 91.53% and topped from the students of 

Light of Life Trust in this academic year 
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 Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka: 

After the success of the Anando Programme in Karjat and Khalapur Taluka, Light of 

Life Trust in the year 2006 extended Project Anando to Alibaug Taluka and took the 

first steps towards spreading its reach to  first in the same district of the state and 

then gauge the possibility of replicating the programme across nation.  

Alibaug Taluka was selected keeping in mind the fact that it was the district head 

quarters of the Education Department of the state government and presence in Alibaug 

would make it easier to develop and maintain a good rapport with the concerned 

officials.  

From 50 students in 2006 in Alibaug Taluka the programme spread in the next two 

years to include one more centre in Alibaug and four centres in close by Taluka of 

Mangaon. In the academic year 2009 – 2010, Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka was able to 

reach out to a total of 321 students and their families as under:  

Details of Beneficiaries - Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka  

Name of 
Centre 

Criteria Total  Grand 
Total Orphan Single 

Parent 
Adivasi Neglected 

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 

Alibaug Taluka  
Chondhi  2 2 8 10 1 0 13 14 24 26 50 

Alibaug  0 0 2 11 0 0 17 20 19 31 50 

Mangaon Taluka  
Mangaon  1 2 8 19 0 1 10 19 19 41 60 

Nijampur  3 0 2 8 3 0 20 19 28 27 55 

Goregaon  1 2 10 9 0 1 18 15 29 27 56 

Jawli  2 1 6 16 2 0 14 9 24 26 50 

Total  9 7 36 73 6 2 92 96 143 178 2 21 

Grand 
Total 

16   109   8   188         

  5% 34% 2% 59% 321   

Percentage   44%  56%    
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Education Material Distribution  

The academic year under Project Anando, began with Distribution of Education Linked 

Material to Anando children. The children are equipped with basic essentials required at school 

for the whole year. All the beneficiaries were provided educational material that included text 

books, note-books, guides, pen- pencils, compass box, school bag, pair of uniform etc.  

In Alibaug Taluka around 5 teachers of the schools, 1 

headmaster along with 98 guardians were present at 

the Educational Material Distribution Programme held 

in the month of June 2009 in Alibaug.  

In Mangaon Taluka the Education Material Distribution 

Programme was organized at the centre level keeping in 

mind the distances between centres. Local school 

principals and a few of the teachers were present for 

the programme. Each spoke inspiringly to the students 

motivating both students and their parents to begin the New Year on a good note and use the 

material being provided with care and work hard to achieve better results. Across the 4 

centres in Mangaon Taluka in all 210 children and 210 parents were present during this 

programme.  

 

Weekend Workshops  

For the holistic development of the child during the 

weekend workshops empowerment based activities are 

conducted with the participating children all round the 

year. During the workshop, sessions are undertaken with 

the children through group discussions and interactive 

sessions on a particular theme leading to the development 

of good communication levels among the children and help 

build confidence in them to express their thoughts and 

opinions in any given situations.  

In this reporting period some of the topics covered during the workshops were  Effective 

Study; Ideal Personality; Positive Thinking; Art of Living Part I&2, Genesis of Mankind & It's 

Growth & Development-Part I & II; Effective Communications; Success is in Your Hand; 

Techniques of Writing Answers in Examination; Self Discipline; Rules & Regulation are meant 

for our safety Part I, 2 & 3; Vachal to Vachal; Role & Responsibilities of children Part I & 2, 

etc  

The average attendance ratio of the students during the weekend workshops is as under:  
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Parent Programmes  

Parent Meetings 

Parent meetings are held regularly (once in two months) at the centre level in Alibaug & 

Mangaon Taluka. In addition to the 

regular academic inputs provided at the 

meeting, sessions are also conducted with 

the parents on skill enhancement for 

effective parenting that includes - 

Discussions about child psychology 

amongst other inputs given to the 

parents. During the meetings 

opportunities are given to parents to 

share their problems and offer suggestions for the effective functioning of the programme. 

The meetings aimed at strengthening the parents relationship with social workers and 

ultimately with the organization.  

 

In this academic year a new concept of Area Parent Representative was introduced where a 

parent was selected to be the representative for the respective area and would take the lead 

during various programmes.  This has enhanced parent participation in the programme.  

Though extremely busy in order to make ends meet our parents are committed to the 

development of the children and understand their role in the entire process. The regularity 

seen in attending all types of meetings called by the social workers is truly commendable.  

 

The average attendance of parents at parent meetings is stated in the chart below.  
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Effective Parent Training Programmes 

Parent Training workshops are an integral part of the Anando Model. Parents act as catalysts 

in shaping the personality of the child and continued support at home helps in the 

development of the child.  Parents of Anando students are provided leadership training for 

effective parenting, to bring social awareness amongst them.  

 

In this academic year trainings were organized for Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka parents on 

„Parent preparedness for adolescence and Social development through self development in the 

month of October 2009.  

 

A guidance session for parents was also held in Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka in this reporting 

period with a focus on how they can support their children during, academics  Employment 

 Further life. They were made aware about their roles & responsibilities when children reach 

their growing age level.   

 

In all 78% of the parents attended the training session. 

 

Palak Melava  

Anando Parents continuously strive through extreme situations to earn daily earnings and for 

their children‟s improvement. Through Project Anando one day for parents is planned and 

organized with great zeal and fervour – „Palak Melava‟ was organized for parents in Alibaug 

Taluka in the month of February 2010 in this academic year.  

    

For the first time the Alibaug Taluka parents performed a “Deep Nritya” on stage. 

In all 85% parents from both centres (Alibaug & Chondhi) enthusiastically participated in the 

programme.  
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Bal Kala Mahotsav  

Bal Kala Mahotsav the annual festival of Project Anando displays 

the creative talents of Anando beneficiaries.  In this academic 

year the Bal Kala Mahotsav was organized for 2 days, 19th and 

20th December 2009 in Alibaug 

Taluka.  98% of the students 

participated in various 

competitions like Essay Writing, 

Elocution, Drawing, Think-Play – 

Win, Singing & Dance etc. with each one trying to give their 

best. For the first time in Alibaug during the Bal kala Mahotsav 

the children were introduced to the concept of Quiz 

Competition coined as ‘Think, Play & Win’ - which they thoroughly enjoyed.  Rangoli & 

Fancy Dress Competitions were also added for the first time during this Bal Kala Mahotsav. 

The main compere for the day was one of the Anando beneficiaries who took on the 

responsibility with efficiency and grace.  

  Over the period of two days 16 honorary judges warded prizes to the students in different 

competitions. School teachers & parents too were very 

supportive of the programme.     

The children performed on stage with confidence and gusto. 

Some of them participated in three to four dances and were 

able to maintain the same level of energy in all their 

performances. The same children now participate in 

programmes conducted at various places and perform 

excellently there to raving audiences.  

 

Bal Kala Mahotsav – Mangaon Taluka 

In Mangaon Taluka, the Bal Kala Mahotsav was held not only for Anando beneficiaries but for 

all school children in the month of December 2009. In all students from 

31 local schools (18 high schools & 13 primary schools) participated 

actively in the two day programme. Students 

from English, Marathi & Urdu medium 

schools participated in the various activities 

spread across two days. One of the schools 

sent in more than 25 children to participate 

in various activities. The School principals and teachers were also 

present at different times to show their support to such a 

programme. The Block District Officer Mr. Chinke, Panchayet Samiti, Mangaon inaugurated 

the programme.  
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Mahachurcha  

This programme was organized for the Std X students with a focus on sharing with them 

various effective methods of study leading them to performing better in the board 

examinations. During the Mahachurcha a platform was also created for the children to share 

their doubts and study methods with the previous year‟s 

top ranking students & to generate seriousness amongst 

them for the upcoming board exams. The children who 

were rankers of current year for 10th STD. were also 

honoured. The parents of the rankers were also involved 

along with the current student‟s parents in order to 

share their experiences and to clarify their roles and 

responsibilities. Our students asked questions to the 

rankers and to teachers. Students got inspiration through the program and decided to use 

the methods expressed by the ranker‟s students.  

29 students of Std. X and 36 students of Std. IX participated in the Mahachurcha organized 

in the month of June 2009 In Alibaug Taluka. 

In Mangaon Taluka the Mahachurcha Programme was held on 10th & 12th June 2009 for 

all the SSC students appearing for exams in March 2009. In 

the program the previous year‟s ranker students, their parents 

& school teachers were invited as guests. The teachers present 

at the programme affirmed that interactions like these 

definitely shape the constructive thinking of Std. 10th children. 

The main benefit of this programme was that our children 

gained crucial information regarding various study methods 

and understood the exam system very clearly. Students were 

tremendously inspired by the program & decided to use the methods as expressed by Ranker 

Students. Last year‟s Anando ranker Ms Pranali Mhatre from Mangaon Taluka was present at 

the programme who proudly announced that she was in this position solely because of Project 

Anando and Light of Life Trust.   

 

Study Tour  

In this academic year Study Tour was organised for 

Alibaug Taluka on 7th April 2009 & for Mangaon Taluka 

on 24th June 2009 

All 100 students and 10 team members from the Alibaug 

Taluka undertook the Study Tour to the Agricultural 

Research Centre Alibaug-Raigad & P.N.P. D.Ed. College 

Veshvi, Alibaug. Children were provided with solid 

information regarding openings in various fields in agriculture and D. Ed. courses.   
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218 students and 5 team members from Mangaon Taluka 

visited the Babasaheb Ambedkar Technology University, 

Mangaon.   

 

The impact of the visit was as expected – the children 

actually understood what higher education implies and has 

lead to children deciding to think for themselves and work towards becoming someone special 

in life.   

 

Health Check up Programme 

Alibaug Taluka: The annual health check up camp was organized for the beneficiaries at the 

Alibaug and Chondhi Centres in the month of 

September 09. Doctors from Siddharaj 

Hospital were invited to conduct this camp. 

The camp covered general check up & eye 

check up. In all 100 beneficiaries and their 

families underwent a health check up out of 

which 5 beneficiaries/ parents were referred 

to local hospitals for further treatment. One 

child was diagnosed with a major health issue 

– TB in Alibaug Centre and was directed to the CIVIL HOSPITAL for admission and treatment. 

 

Mangaon Taluka: The Health check up programme was held in Mangaon Taluka in the month 

of August. All the Private Medical Practitioners volunteered to conduct the Health Check up 

camp free of cost. They offered free medicines to the needy and filled the Health Card at 

length. In Mangaon Taluka during the Health Check up Camp the blood group & haemoglobin 

levels of the Anando beneficiaries was also checked.  

 

During the health check up camp children were found 

with a range of medical problems of which 4% children 

were found with eye problems, 6% were found with 

headache issues, 2% were found with cough and 2% were 

found with thyroid related problems.  All students were 

distributed tablets so as to increase their weight.   
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Rainy Picnic  

In Alibaug Taluka: A picnic was organized for Anando beneficiaries in the month of July 09 

during the rainy season. The main objective behind 

the picnic was to provide an opportunity for the 

children to enjoy the freedom and to strengthen 

their participation in all other programmes 

organized by the organization. At the picnic the 

children had a very good time as they rarely ever 

get 

the 

chance to spend time like this due to the 

various problems at home. The picnic was 

organized at the nearest location Kihim. For the 

children the picnic was a lot of fun and it 

helped in forging strong attachments among 

new and old children. Parents contributed 

towards the making of nutritious food for the students during the picnic.  

 

In Mangaon Taluka: With the purpose of fun and enjoyment picnics were organized centre wise 

for the Anando beneficiaries of Mangaon Taluka. All 221 children from Mangaon Taluka 

enjoyed the picnic to the core and were very happy to visit places so near their homes but 

those which they had never seen before.  

The following are the picnic spots visited by the students from the different centres:  

 Mangaon Centre – Raigad Darshan (Raigad Fort & other places in and around the fort)  

 Nijampur Centre - Mahableshwar  

 Jawli Centre – Shivthar Ghal in Mahad 

 Goregaon Centre – Harihareshwar & Shrivardhan  

 

Summer Vacation Programmes  

In Alibaug Taluka: Summer vacation programmes were organized from 20th April to 1st June 

2009. 

Through the different activities children were able to 

recognize and discover a few of their hidden qualities 

and enhance their capacities.  

The Anant and SFSEP team played a crucial role in 

undertaking many of these activities developing a 

closer bond with many of the children.  

 On the last day of the programme the students 

presented all they had learnt which reflected the high 

impact the various activities conducted had on the 

children  
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The activities conducted during the programmes were: 

                                               

o Computer Class                                

 

o Mehendi Training                             

 

o Dance Training                                

 

o Effective Drawing                             

 

o Music Training                                 

 

o Effective Communication                         

 

o Let‟s Know Raigad                       

 

o Personal Hygiene                              

 

o Project & Craft Making                            

 

o Rangoli Training                               

 

o Drama Training                                

 

o Ceramic work 

 

 
 

 

In Mangaon Taluka: The summer vacation programme was held from 15th April to 25th May.  

The activities conducted during the programme were:  

 

o Computer Class       

 

o Dance Training        

 

o Project & Craft Making               

 

o Drama Training       

 

o Ceramic work           

 

o Handcraft work     
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Sports Day 2009 

In Alibaug Taluka: Sports Day was held on 31st January 2010 with full participation from all 

100 children. Throughout the day children from both centres competed with one another in 

various group and individual competitions with determination and team work. For the first 

time „Medals‟ were awarded as prizes to winners which increased their joy and happiness of 

being winners.  

In Mangaon Taluka: Sport‟s Day was held on 7th February 2010 at the 

Jawli English School grounds. Out of the 221 children 180 children 

participated in the Sports Day from all four centres. Both group and 

individual competitions were organized throughout the day.  In all five 

games were planned & organized- Long Jump, Gola Phek, Kabaddi, 

Rassi Khech & athletics.  

Mangaon Centre won 9 prizes whilst Jawli center won 8 prizes and Nijampur centre won 5 

prizes. The Jawli School's principal & president were a major support during the Sports Day -  

they provided the drum set & flag for each center and also gave a teacher and peon the 

responsibility to help the Anando team to successfully run all the events.  

 

Student Friendly Supplementary Education Programme  

In this academic year the challenge was to bring together a good team of local teachers who 

would be able to conduct classes regularly and ensure regular attendance of the students 

during the classes. This was very crucial especially in Mangaon Taluka where there is a dearth 

of good human resources. Over the entire year sustained efforts were undertaken by the team 

to ensure regular attendance of students with intensive follow up whenever there was a slight 

dip in the attendance rations. These efforts proved successful as attendance averaged at 71% 

over the academic year as per the chart below:   

 

 
 

As in Karjat & Khalapur Taluka, in this academic year the SFSEP programme was run on 

similar lines. During the year apart from the regular English & math planned sessions a 

number of experiments were undertaken at the centre/Taluka level based on the needs felt by 

the teachers or students.  
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Special sessions were organized for students of Nizampur and Jawli Centres in Mangaon Taluka 

on making the children realize the importance of goal 

in life and discussions were held on „the best & 

simplest method of teaching – Reading‟.  

 

Teacher‟s day was celebrated by the Nizampur Centre 

students wherein senior children took over the 

teaching of the class on that particular day and the 

teachers observed all that was done in class and gave 

feedback to the students on the same. Through songs 

and poems children appreciated their teachers and 

spoke about the invaluable inputs they were receiving through the SFSEP classes.  

 

The SFSEP students & their teachers from the Jawli & Nizampur Centres, Mangaon District, 

planned & managed to organize a picnic to a close by spot without any finances and all 100 

of them enjoyed themselves thoroughly on the day. This is the first time ever that the SFSEP 

students went for a picnic and it increased the bonding between not only the students 

themselves but also between the student and teachers as well.  

 

Anant Programme  

In this academic year the Anant Programme is operational in 4 centres in Alibaug & Mangaon 

Taluka, namely – Alibaug, Chondhi, Mangaon & Goregaon. Dance classes were initiated in 

Alibaug & Chondhi in the month of January 2011 whilst Tabla and vocal singing classes were 

initiated in Mangaon & Goregaon centres in the month of February and March 2010 

respectively.   In all 129 Anando students are enrolled in the Anant Programme from Alibaug 

& Mangaon Taluka. The details are as under:  

 

Anant Programme : Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka  

Location  Vocal  Tabla  Dance  Total  

Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  

Alibaug  14 2 1 7 9 7 24 16 

Chondhi  11 2 0 5 9 5 20 12 

Mangaon  23 -  -  7 -  -  23 7 

Goregaon  12 8 0 7 -  -  12 15 

Total  79 50 

Grand Total  129 

 

The Sugam Sangeet Examination “Geet Prathama‟ was also conducted for the Anant students 

of Alibaug & Chondhi Centre in the month of February 2010. Mrs. Vibha Kane – the examiner 
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was truly impressed on listening to them and encouraged the children to practice and train 

with commitment as they had the talent and the opportunity to pursue training with support 

from the Anant teachers.  

  

Along with the Karjat children the Alibaug & Mangaon children too participated in the 

following programmes and enthralled all present: 

 The Guru Purnima Celebrations held in Mumbai in July 

2009 

 Launch of Project Jagruti at the Taj Mahal Hotel in 

September 2009  

 Inauguration of Project Jagruti at Tiware, Karjat in January 

2010 

 The Light of Life Trust fund raiser – Sur Sangeet Sangam 

held in March 2010 at the Nehru Auditorium  

 

The Anant children in this academic year have also excelled at various local programmes held 

in Alibaug & Mangaon Taluka: 

 Competition held by Lions club, Alibaug – wherein 6 children participated. The 

children‟s performance was so good that the local cable channel is telecasting their song 

till date. 

 Taluka level competition at Mahatma Gandhi School, Hashivre - Ameya Wadwalkar 

from Alibaug Zone participated and was awarded the 3rd prize. 

  
 Standard X Student Kum. Kalyani Shelar stood 1st, topper in overall Alibaug 

region with 73.86% in the SSC Board Examinations!!!

 

The winner takes it all..... Anant children at various competitions 
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Mumbai District: Worli Centre  

The only urban centre under Project Anando was set up in the year 2008 in the Ambedkar 

Nagar slums near Worli Dairy. In the initial months the centre was run by volunteers but in 

the year 2008 -09 a professional social worker was put in charge to ensure that the 

functioning of the centres is based on the same lines with urban adaptations as the other 

centres under Project Anando.  

In this academic year the centre reached out to 40 beneficiaries and their parents. The 

beneficiaries at the Worli Centre over this academic year discovered a passion shared by almost 

all of them – Dance. What started as a summer vacation introductory training programme by 

a volunteer Mr. Samrat Salvi & Mr. Abhishek Zaveri who ran a dance studio close to the centre 

turned into a mutually rewarding association with some of the students beginning to perform 

on stage at various functions along with his troupe.  

The statistical breakup of the beneficiaries at the Worli Centre is as under:  

Number of Beneficiaries - Worli Centre  

Std VII Std VIII Std IX Std X Total  

Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  Boys  Girls  
  

 0  1 5 17 9 3 3 2 40 

 

Education Material Distribution Programme 

In the month of June 2009, the Educational linked Material Distribution program was 

organized for Anando beneficiaries. 65% children and their parents participated in the 

programme wherein the importance of the materials provided, the reasons why they were 

provided and the expected outcomes from this programme were clearly explained to all those 

present.  

 

Weekend workshops 

Weekend workshops are a crucial & integral component of Project 

Anando‟s 3E approach and like in other district at the Worli 

Centre too, the same are held every Sunday with the Anando 

beneficiaries. In the centre various issues were addressed during 

these workshops ranging from knowing your adolescent self better 

to importance of health & hygiene to team building & team 

management, to national heroes who have made a difference, etc. 

One special workshop was conducted with the Students of the 

Worli Centre on Acting Skills and Techniques which had a huge impact on the students leading 

them to work towards creating street plays on “Alcoholism” and “Education” in the month of 

September 2009.  
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The monthly attendance of Worli Centre for this academic year (shown as under) clearly shows 

how a slow start in the beginning of the academic year with concentrated efforts and effective 

bonding of the students to the centre have stabilized over the later months of the year:    

 

 

  

Parent Programmes 

Parent Meeting  

In this reporting period Parent meetings were organized once in two months for the parents 

at the Worli Centre. The meetings focussed on the academic progress of the beneficiaries along 

with discussions on the various issues that students and parents were facing related to typical 

urban slum environment. Special meetings were also called of those parents of 20 children who 

were selected for dance performances. Parents were clearly explained the opportunity that 

their wards were getting and how they would support to enhance the children‟s performances 

and at the same time ensure they do not lose out on study time.  
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Summer Vacation Programmes 

In the month of May 2009 summer vacation activities were organized and conducted for 

the Anando beneficiaries from the Worli Centre. During this period intensive camps 

were conducted in drawing and dance through workshops. In these workshops - 

magical games, collage paintings, dance, drama, role play, group dance and acting 

sessions were conducted with children. The impact of these workshops was tremendous 

both on the students and the organizers who were taken aback by the potential of the 

children of the Worli Centre.  

 

Music workshops were also conducted with a group of students by the Anant teachers 

in which 21 children participated.  

 

Rainy Picnic  

In the month July 2009, 25 Worli Centre Anando beneficiaries spent a day at the 

Rani JijaMata Bhosle Udyan. Efforts were made to understand the flora and fauna at 

the garden as well and the students tried to gain more knowledge by approaching the 

gardeners to ask for explanations and details. The day was truly enjoyable as for most 

of them it was a first time visit to a popular tourist spot in Mumbai city.  

 

Health Check up Programme  

A Dental check up camp was conducted on 27th Sept‟09 for the 

beneficiaries at the Worli Centre in collaboration with a local 

dentist – Dr Rajeev Talmohite who examined all the beneficiaries 

at his nearby dental clinic free of cost. A Session cum 

demonstration on „ How to clean your teeth with a toothbrush 

was organized by two of the Dentists - Dr. Bhausaheb Dhage & 

Dr. Rajeev Talmohite at the centre.   

  

Student Friendly Supplementary Education Programme  

During the Diwali vacations English and Math test series was conducted with the help of 

Volunteers to gauge the levels of understanding of the students in the two subjects English & 

mathematics. Looking at the results and the abject situation an English teacher was appointed 

in the month of October 2009 to begin English classes for the students.  
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Bal Kala Mahotsav  

Worli Centre being the only centre in Mumbai District with 40 beneficiaries only it was decided 

in year 2008 that the children would participate in the Bal kala Mahotsav organized for 

Karjat & Khallapur Taluka as it was only two hours away from Mumbai and easily reachable 

by local train.  

The Worli Centre children performed extremely well at the Bal kala Mahotsav and for the first 

time displayed to all present the impact of the dance training undertaken with them. They 

also participated in the drawing & essay competitions. 

The Worli centre won many prizes at the Bal Kala Mahotsav as under:  

 

 

Special Programmes 

In the months of December 2009 and January 2010 the Worli Centre Dance group who were 

being trained regularly by the trainers from the Abhishek Zaveri Dance Studio performed live 

with the troupe on two occasions receiving support from many celebrities and organizing 

committees. 

A glimpse of their performances - Rock Bollywood” (Abhishek Zaveri’s show) 

 

 

Children performing at D.Y. Patil International School – Annual Programme 

         
 

Second Prize in Solo Dance 

Group Dance – First Prize 
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 Marathwada Region: Jalna District – Jalna, Badnapur, Mantha & 

Ambad Taluka 

In the month of January 2009 Project Anando was initiated in Jalna District covering 389 

students. In this reporting period the project became fully operational covering 535 students 

across 8 centres in Jalna District.  

The details of the beneficiaries are as under: 

Sr. No.  Name of Centre  Total No. of Children  

1  Mantha I  68  

2  Mantha II  67  

3  Shelgaon  46 

4  Gevrai Bazaar  69  

5  Math Pimpalgaon  85  

6  Shevga  68  

7  Nutan Vasahat  66  

8  Kanhaiya Nagar  66  

 Total  535 

 

Education Material Distribution Programme  

In the month of June 2009, Education Material Distribution Programme was organized for 

Jalna district for the first time. Centre wise programmes were organized between 21st June – 

24th June 2009 and at each centre local Panchayet Samiti members, school principals and 

teachers were present. Mr Rajendra Honmane, project Head of Karjat & Khallapur Taluka was 

present at the programmes and clearly explained the objectives of the programme to the 

parents and children present at the programme. Parents expressed happiness at this 

opportunity and stated that they would take extra efforts to be more involved to ensure 

development of their children.   

The schedule for the programme was as under: 

Date and Day Time Name of Centre Name of Social worker 

Sunday 21
st

 June   10:30 to 1:30 pm Mantha I & II Sandip Dabhade 

Monday 22
nd

 June   10:00 to 1:00 pm Shelgaon Anita Mahapure 
 Monday 22

nd
 June  2:00 to 5:00 pm Gevrai Bazar Rajesh Bhingare 

Tuesday 23
rd

 June  9:00 to 12:00 pm Mathpimpalgaon Bhausaheb Gondhali 

Tuesday 23
rd

 June  1:00 to 4:00 pm Shevga Lata Bulbule 

 Wed 24
th

 June  10:00 to 1:00 pm Kanhaiya Nagar Umesh Chaudhary 

Wed 24
th

 June  4:00 to 6:30 pm Nutan Vasahat Umesh Chaudhary  
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Teachers present at the programme encouraged both students and parents to take full 

advantage of the programmes being offered by the organization as they are invaluable to their 

growth and development. One of the teachers Mr Madan from Shivaji High School stated that 

though in the initial stages he was not at all 

cooperative to the social worker as he was totally 

prejudiced against NGOs and the work done by 

them in Jalna but on seeing the dedication with 

which the Anando team was continuing its work ,  

the regularity of their visits to the school for follow 

up and the efficient way in which the workshops 

were being taken he was by force had to change is 

opinion about the work being done and he now looks 

forward to more children being impacted by the 

programme.  

 

Weekend Workshops 

In Jalna District weekend workshops were initiated from the month of January 2009. In this 

reporting year weekend workshops were regularly conducted across all centres with an average 

attendance ration of 77.25 %. Some of the centres like Mathpimpalgaon and Shevga recorded 

nearly 100% attendance throughout the year due to the efforts of the team and the 

enthusiasm of the parents of those centres.  

 

 
The topics covered during this year ranged from importance of studying in a scientific manner 

to self discipline to respect for elders and others in our environment, to ideal personalities to 

knowing yourself better to health awareness & importance of hygiene etc.  

 

The impact of the workshops are manifold on the beneficiaries – they now openly share their 

dreams and aspirations, think logically and ask reasons behind things that are told to them by 

others, seek support of their parents for difficulties faced in school, they have learnt to speak 

their mind confidently and do not fear speaking up in public. The increase in their confidence 
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levels have been observed by parents as well school teachers with their increase in participation 

levels in various activities in school as well as at the workshops. Teachers have commented that 

they can now easily recognize an Anando child in school because of the different patterns of 

behaviour than the others.  

 

Parent Programmes  

Parent meetings 

In the first of the programme parent meetings are held on a monthly basis to ensure parent 

participation and involvement in the programme. In 

this report period an average of 9 parent meetings 

were conducted per centre and efforts were ongoing 

to increase attendance of parents through constant 

follow up and home visits. School teachers expressed 

surprise over the number of parents attending the 

meeting as according to them none of them ever 

attend the ones called by the school. The impact of 

the meetings led to parents going to school to enquire about their wards progress in school and 

pleasantly surprised the teachers with their presence.   

 

 

 

One of the major impact of parent meetings have been seen in the Mathpimpalgaon Centre 

wherein With continuous inputs during the regular parents meetings and other awareness 

programmes parents of the centre understanding the importance of education in today‟s world 

as also the importance of computers in the education process were highly motivated. All the 85 

parents of the Mathpimpalgaon Centre contributed Rs. 150/- each from their hard earned 

income to purchase two second hand computers for their children. The young Computer shop 

owner was so impressed by the parents efforts that he not only offered them the best price but 

gave them free service contract and promised that if his new business did well in the year he 

would donate a brand new computer for the children‟s‟ use in the next year.   The school 

authorities on their part offered the space to put the computers and allowed the children to 

access the same for their learning after school hours and did not charge for the use of the 

electricity. Load shedding is a problem faced by the area rendering the computer effort useless 
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as in this rural area there is no electricity for nearly 14 hrs per day.  Along with the parents 

the Social worker of our centre Mr Bhausaheb Ghondhali approached the Matsodhari Shikshan 

Sanstha for the donation of an Invertor & with full support of the Education Minister Mr. 

Rajesh Toke was able to procure the Invertor as a donation from him for our children. 

Currently the students are regularly practising on it & updating themselves with the new 

technology. 

 

Parents of Shevga centre were highly motivated on hearing about the computer education 

programme and have jointly undertaken a similar effort to start a centre for their children as 

well.  

  

Effective Parent Training Programme 

The first effective parent training programme for 

parents of Jalna district was focussed on        

„Improve your economical conditions‟. Members from 

Krishi Vigyan Kendra, M.C.E.D & MAVIM provided 

useful imformation on the various small scale business 

options open to them wherein they could be successful. 

Details of available start up schemes were made 

available to them from the government as well as the  

process of application for the same was shared with them at great length.   

 

Summer Vacation Programme 

In the month of May 2009 the summer vacation programme was planned and implemented 

with the child in boiling heat with the temperatures soaring to 47 degrees Celsius on some 

days. Children participated enthusiastically and were surprised at their own emerging talents 

and inbuilt potential in various areas. With support from local resource persons a number of 

activities were held for the children – Rangoli creation, drawing, mehendi, handwriting 

improvement, debate, craft work etc were some of the activities undertaken with the children.  
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Study Tour  

Four educational institutes were visited during the Study Tour conducted in the month of 

November 2009 in Jalna District. Every institute 

provided complete information on the type of courses 

offered and the process that needs to be followed to 

seek admissions. The Principals of the institutions 

gave special time to speak to the children and 

motivate them to study further and improve their 

standard of living.  

The institutions visited were: 

 Industrial Training Institute, Jalna 

 Matsyodary D.Ed College, Jalna 

 John Wilson Education Society‟s D.ed College, Jalna 

 Matsyodary Shikshan Sanstha, Jalna.  

During the Study Tour the students were able to get full information and see for themselves 

many trades that could be learnt especially in the ITI Institute. They also came to know more 

about admissions in D.ed colleges as well as the Arts, Science and Commerce streams.  

 

Rainy Picnic 

From 9th March to 22nd March 2009 , all centres of Jalna District went on a rainy picnic 

leaving behind for the day t he stress of the upcoming final 

exams and having a fun filled day and bonding with one 

another. A few competitions were held during the day as 

part of the fun n frolic and enjoyed the day with the social 

workers.   

77% of children across the 8 centres participated in the 

picnics which were held in nearby picnic spots to the centres 

like Moti Bagh, Somthana Temple etc.  

 

Tree Plantation 

In the month of September 2009, the students, 

parents and school teachers along with the Anando 

team marked the first anniversary of the Anando 

Project in 

Jalna District 

with a tree 

plantation 

drive. The 

objective behind the drive was to make the Anando 

children realize the importance of trees in our lives and 

how its destruction is leading to global warming.  In all 

350 different types of trees were planted by the 
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children in their school premises, near their homes and in the villages they live with support 

from all concerned.  

89% of students along with their parents and school teachers participated in this activity 

energetically and promised to look after and care for the saplings throughout the year to 

ensure they survive.  

 

Health Check up Programme  

Health check up camp was organized in two centres in Jalna District - Nutan Vasahat & 

Kanhaiya Nagar. The local Civil Hospital squad undertook the medical check up of the Anando 

Children.  A few of the children were referred to the civil hospital for the further diagnosis & 

required treatment. It was decided that in the New Year more efforts would be made to 

improve the quality of the camps with adequate support from private doctors.  

 

Sports Day 

The District Sports Office provided the stadium for the 

Sports Day in Jalna 

District and the same 

was organized on 20th 

December 2009. Boys 

and girls enthusiastically 

participated in the 

group and individual events organized for them. Main events 

organized – cricket match, Kabaddi, kho-kho and running 

events. Centre wise competitions increased the bonding and 

team spirit amongst the children and each and every participant concentrated on wining for 

his/her team.  

 

Student Friendly Supplementary Education Programme  

Looking at the need of the students the SFSEP was initiated for the students of Jalna District 

in the month of January 2010. In the initial phase it was difficult to source the required 

human resources for the same but over the year teachers and an assistant programme 

coordinator has been recruited to ensure smooth functioning of the programme.  

Regular coordination meetings are held between the teachers and the respective social workers 

to iron out difficulties faced in the implementation of the programme as well as in individual 

cases of children. A joint effort is made along with the parents and the school teachers to 

resolve issues as and when they occur.  
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 Vidharba Region – Washim District – Manora, Mangrulpir, 

Karanja and Malegaon Taluka 

Washim District was ready to initiate the Anando programme with 305 students selected in 

the month of March 2009. Anando programmes were initiated in the month of April 2009 

with the first parent meeting held in each of the 5 centres.  The details of the beneficiaries in 

Washim District across 5 centres are as under:  

Washim District  

Number of Beneficiaries  

SR. NO. Centre  BOYS GIRLS TOTAL 

1 MANGRULPIR 29 31 60 

  
2 

  
MANORA 

  
16 

  
49 

  
65 

  
3 

  
SHELU (BAZAR) 

  
27 

  
33 

  
60 

  
4 

  
KINHI-RAJA 

  
30 

  
30 

  
60 

  
5 

  
WAI 

  
37 

  
23 

  
60 

TOTAL 139 166 305 

 

As per the selection criteria set by the organization names of students were shortlisted by the 

Anando Washim team and finalized before commencement of the programme. The criteria of 

students selected are as under:  

CENTER 
CRITERIA OF SELECTION 

Total 

Orphan Single Parent  Neglected Child  Tribal/Adivasi  

  B G B G B G B G B G 

MANGRULPIR 4 1 8 8 16 19 1 3 29 31 

MANORA 1 0 4 15 10 30 1 4 16 49 

SHELU (BAZAR) 1 1 5 7 21 25 0 0 27 33 

KINHI-RAJA 0 0 8 8 16 17 6 5 30 30 

WAI 0 0 3 7 34 16 0 0 37 23 

TOTAL 6 2 28 45 97 107 8 12 139 166 

Grand Total  8 73 204 20 305 
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Education Material Distribution Programme 

In the month of June 2009 the Educational material distribution programme was organized in 

all the five centres in Washim District. In all educational 

material was provided to 288 Anando beneficiaries. The 

parents and students expressed their happiness at 

receiving the material and assured the Anando team that 

they will make optimum use of the material provided and 

work hard to do well in their academic performance in 

school.  

The schedule of the programme across the five centres is as under:  

Sr. No   Centre  Date Time  Social Worker  

1 WAI  22nd June 09 11.00 am  Mr Bhise & Mr Gawande  

2 MANGRULPIR  23rd June 09 11.00 am  Mr Bhise  

3 MANORA  23rd June 09 4.00 pm  Mr Madhav Wankhade  

4 KINHI - RAJA  24th June 09 10.00 am  Mr Gawande  

5 SHELU - BAZAR  24th June 09 4.00 pm  Ms Utale  

 

Weekend Workshops 

Weekend Workshops commenced from the month of April 2009 in all the five centres in 

Washim District. In the very first year of the programme 

the following topics were handled through the workshops 

beginning from Know myself better and moving on to self 

Discipline, Scientific 

Methods of Effective Study, 

Effective Communication, 

Ideal Personality, Positive 

Thinking, Success Is In Your Hand, Roles & Responsibilities of 

Child, Gender Equality, Logic, Reason and Fact (LRF), Study 

Skill and Study Tips, Utilization of Time during the 

Examination Period etc. 

The response of the students to the weekend workshops was very good and attendance 

averaged at 84.50 % over the year. The centre- wise average attendance in Washim District is 

showcased in the chart below: 
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Some of the observable impact of the weekend workshops on the students within the first year 

of intervention is as under: 

 After the Education Material Distribution Programme every Anando beneficiary is 

happy to receive all the educational material which they previously were unable to have 

due to various reasons – it has become one of the reasons why they have begun to 

attend school regularly.  

 On 26th June 09 (1st day of school) all our children were present in their schools with 

happiness with full of energy. 

 Children are now aware about rules and regulation of Anando Project 

 Children have started dreaming and speaking about their dreams and ambitions in life. 

 Children are now more optimistic about their education and life as well.  

 Children are now aware about good health practices and apply the same to their daily 

lives. They come to work shops in cleaner clothes, make efforts to maintain cleanliness 

in their home, at the workshops and in school. 

 Children are now aware about the qualities that make an individual ideal and all look at 

becoming the ideal citizen.  

 Children have become very good at creating unique stories using picture cards in groups 

and can make excellent presentations on the same with confidence.. 

 Participation level of children in school activities have increased manifold. School 

teachers have now started recognizing an Anando 

child.   

 Children started thinking positive and trying to 

put the positive thoughts in to action. 

  Effective communication has helped Anando 

children to become more understanding and to 

communicate with elders, peers and younger 

people more effectively than before. 

 Children are now aware of importance of body 
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language, facial expression, word power, voice quality and taking part in role play, 

elocution competition, and discussion in workshops and in school.  

 Children now show more interest in school and in their studies.   

 Meditation is helping in the development of the children‟s health, nature, mind, and 

studies.  

 Children are respecting teachers and maintaining discipline in school, at workshops and 

at home.  

 After the workshops on Self discipline there has been a marked improvement in the 

children‟s behavior resulting in positive action. 

 Day by day Anando children are improving in G.K. This activity helped children and 

social worker to update their general knowledge. 

 Stage Daring & Confidence levels of the children have increased to a great extent.  

Parent Programmes 

Parent meetings 

Parent meetings have been regularly conducted in this reporting period in all the five centres 

of Washim District on a monthly basis. With each meeting the 

bond between the Anando team and the parents grew deeper 

as parents began to appreciate the concentrated effort of the 

team to bring about positive change. Representative parents 

began to play an important role and became more involved as 

they saw the advantages and benefits for their wards. With a 

number of children showing 

positive growth the parents were 

fully convinced about the effectiveness of the programme and 

offered their full fledged support in all programmes of the 

organization.  

During the year the average attendance at parent meetings was 

82%. 
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Effective Parent Training Programmes 

In the first time in their lives Anando parents participated in a training programme on 

effective parenting organized for them. The training focused on 

“Ideal behavior of parents and its impact on the children‟. Through 

the training efforts were made through various interactive sessions 

to make the parents realize that as parents they had a key role to 

play to motivate their children to develop into prosperous adults. 

Parents in groups discussed issues like – the attitude of parents 

when their children do not show interest in studies or do not 

want to go to school; behavior of parents when children play truant or our disruptive in their 

behavior patterns etc. Guest lecturers were invited to talk to the parents on their role in the 

development of their children and ways in which to motivate and support their children in all 

their efforts however big or small in doing something for 

themselves.  

Parents were very appreciative of the inputs given at the end of 

the training programmes and expressed how for the first time 

they felt they had something valuable to add to their children‟s 

future.  

 

Palak Melava 

Ekhach Divas Amcha Baharnyacha – Palak Melava was held in the Town Hall of Mangrulpir on 

24th February 2010 for the parents of Washim District 

which was a stupendous success and a truly memorable and 

enjoyable day for the parents in Washim District. 

Preparations and practise for the parents started around a 

week or so before the day as parents got together late in 

the evening to come together and plan activities for the 

day.   

Competitions were held in  

 Singing (SOLO & GROUP) :- Bhakti, Bhim, 

Folk, Patriotic & Films , etc.   

 DANCE (SOLO & GROUP):- Folk, Patriotic & 

Films , etc.  

 DRAMA (SOLO & GROUP),  

 ONE ACT PLAY. 

252 out of 305  parents participated in the 

Parent Melava (82.62 %.) and the winning team returned home to a joyous welcome from 

the villagers with the local nankhattai  band in town – so much was the excitement 

amongst parents.   
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Study Tour 

Children of all centres of Washim District went on a study tour to help them realize the 

importance of vocational & technical education and to see for themselves all the type of 

options open to them as future career options.  

The children visited the College of Engineering & technology and were shown around the 

campus covering 11 to 15 different trades that could be taken up by both girls and boys.  

271 children out of the 305 went for the study tour in this reporting year.  

       

 

Rainy Picnic 

In the month of September 2009 all centres went for a rainy 

picnic to the closest picnic spot available. Children trekked to the 

spot and enjoyed themselves thorough ly as the day was fully 

packed with various games and competitions planned for them 

by the Anando team.  

 

The details of the places visited are:  

CENTER DATE  PLACE Handled by. 
Mangurulpir September 1, 2009  Dongarkheda Mr H Bhise & Mr U Basole  

Manora September 16, 2009 Pohradevi Mr M Wankhade & Mr U 

Basole 

Kinhi Raja September 30, 2009 Nagardas     Mr G Gawande & Mr U 

Basole  

Shelu Bazar September 06, 2009  Wagha [Gad]          Mr M Wankhede & Mr U 

Basole  

Wai September 13, 2009  Karanja {Lad}                Mr G Gawande & Mr U 

Basole  

 

 

Sports Day 

On 31st January 2010 Washim District organized a Sports Day for the Anando beneficiaries at 

the Yashvantrao Chavan Arts & Science College, Mangrulpir. 

Different sports activities were scheduled for the participating children that included: 
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 CRICKET (ONLY BOYS), 

 KHO - KHO (BOYS & GIRLS), 

 KABADDI  (BOYS & GIRLS),  

 RUNNING 100 M. (BOYS & GIRLS), 

 RUNNING 200 M. (BOYS & GIRLS), 

 264 out of 305 children (86 %) participated in the above 

mentioned activities and entered into healthy competition with one 

another to win the prizes and the medals.  

 

An activity packed day ended with each and everyone of the 

participants feeling a sense of achievement as no matter who won 

or lost what finally matter was that each one got a great 

opportunity to participate and make efforts to play for their 

centre.   

 

Tree Plantation 

95% students from Washim District participated in 

the Tree Plantation programme organized in the week 

20th – 27th September 2009 wherein together with 

their teachers and a few parents the children planted 

290 saplings in their school premises, near their 

homes and /or in the available spaces in their villages.  

The programme was organized with aim to create 

awareness amongst the children and the local people about the importance of trees in our lives 

and how the depletion of which was causing Global Warming – a cause of great concern to the 

world today.  

 

Health Check-up Programme 

Health Check up camps were conducted for Anando beneficiaries across the five centres in this 

reporting period by a team of four doctors without any charges. 275 children availed of this 

opportunity out of the 305 children in Washim District where they underwent the following 

tests: 

 ENT check-up,                           

 BP. Check-up, 

 Height, 

 Weight, 

 Skin-check-up &  

 Blood group with RH factor. 

Every child was given a certificate of participation in the camp.  
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 Northern Maharashtra Region: Nandurbar District  

In Nandurbar district there has been a history of many organisations beginning work on 

various issues but have not been able to carry on with the work undertaken due to various 

reasons. Light of Life Trust then decided to implement Project Anando in Nandurbar District. 

Before implementing the module directly, we conducted a survey of the socio-economic, 

political educational situation of Nandurbar district in the year 2008 -09. The Anando team 

visited Nandurbar District to seek opinions of academicians and likeminded people to initiate 

the project there. The team conducted focus group discussions and interviews with the local 

villagers to gauge their mindsets.  After analysing the various research methodologies, Project 

Anando was initiated in Nandurbar district with the first Parent meeting held in the month of 

November 2009.    

Number of beneficiaries covered in Nandurbar District across two centres is as under:  

Centres No. of Children 

Shahada  60 

Prakasha  40 

Total 100 

 

 The Standard wise & gender wise break of beneficiaries is as under:  

Centres 
7th 8th 9th 10th Total 

Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl 

Shahada 14 13 7 16 0 10 0 0 21 39 

Prakasha 22 13 0 3 1 0 1 0 24 16 

 

The Criteria wise breakup of the centres is as under 

 

 

Centre 

Selection Criteria 

Orphan  Single parent  Neglected 

Child 

Tribals  Total 

  Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl   

Shahada  1 1 3 6 13 28 4 4 60 

Prakasha  1 0 2 1 17 15 4 0 40 

Total  100 
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Education Material Distribution 

In Nandurbar District with the initiation of the programme, even though it was the month 

of November 2009 the need was felt to 

undertake the Education material Distribution 

Programme to provide the necessary start to 

the beneficiaries. Accordingly the programmes 

were conducted in the respective centres in the 

months of November 09 and January 10.   The 

organization also received a donation of 100 

sweaters during that period and hence the same 

were also distributed along with the Education 

material to the 100 beneficiaries in Nandurbar district. The programme proved to be a 

huge source of motivation for the students to attend school regularly. Children and parents 

appreciated the efforts of Light of Life Trust and mentioned that this was the first time an 

NGO has helped them with actual requirements.  Children were observed wearing the 

donated sweaters to the workshops and using the notebooks provided to them.    

Weekend Workshops: 

The Weekend workshops the main component of the Anando programme shapes a child‟s 

personality.  The students enthusiastically attended the workshops from the beginning as 

they got the opportunity to meet children from different age 

groups and it was a totally new way of learning for them. The 

first workshop for Shahada & Prakasha centre was held on 

21st November 2009 and 21st January 2010 respectively.  

In total 19 workshops were 

conducted with an average 

attendance of 50 % in Shahada centre and 10 workshops 

were conducted in Prakasha centre with an average of 40% 

attendance. Some Children from the neighbouring villages 

also attended the workshops.  

 Anando beneficiaries walk a minimum 2kms distance to attend the weekend workshops as 

they have begun to believe the same will lead them to developing their personality and 

learning new things which will help them, once they grow up.  

Teachers Meetings: 

Regular teacher meetings were conducted by the Anando team to discuss key areas of 

development of the Anando beneficiaries with the school teachers. The teachers of the 

Shahada Centre mentioned that parents were not as cooperative earlier and they have seen 

signs of change in the children and parents outlook towards education.  
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Parent Programmes  

Parent meetings  

Parent involvement being the major criteria of the 

Anando programme, Anando was initiated on 

November 19, 2009 in Shahada and January 18, 

2010 in Prakasha. 96% of the parents in Shahada and 

100% of the parents in Prakasha centre attended the 

meetings. The parents were introduced to the activities 

of the Light of Life Trust, code of conduct, etc. They 

were made aware of their roles and responsibilities 

towards their children and how their contribution 

would empower the children.  

Regular meetings were conducted during the period 

November to March 2009 and experiences were shared by 

the parents during these meetings. Initially during the induction meeting, parents expressed 

their concern over the span of time the NGO‟s would help them since the past experiences 

with various NGO‟s had not been positive.  

 

School teachers showed their astonishment at the high 

degree of parent participation in the Anando programme 

since they were irregular at the school‟s parent teachers 

meeting. Regular parent meetings and training sessions 

involved the parents in the programme and they are now 

more concerned about their child‟s growth and 

development and the career guidance received through 

this programme.  
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Research and Development  

The focus of the research team in this reporting period was on the baseline assessment that 

was to be undertaken for the first time for project Anando supported by Edelgive 

Foundation in collaboration with LearningInk, a Delhi based organization to understand 

Project Anando‟s holistic nature of impact on the beneficiaries in terms of – Social 

Effectiveness, Professional Effectiveness and Mental & Physical Effectiveness. The tool was 

developed by LearningInk post visits to the various centres, observation of the processes and 

various activities.  

In the initial phases the tool developed in the English language was acceptable on paper 

however when it came to actual assessment a number of hitches came into play: 

 The tool needed to be translated into Marathi – the regional language 

 Team differed in their opinions about meanings and connotations  

 In order to simplify a complex tool it was decided to use examples so that 

beneficiaries could respond better 

 Parallel exercise to be undertaken with the social workers for their perception 

Post the data collection and compilation of the findings the assessment was not reflecting on 

key areas due to various reasons: 

 Since the programme is diverse all aspects need to be taken into considerations 

 Perception of other key stakeholders not taken into account  

 Age of the programme in each district was not accounted for 

 Findings not really indicative of the assessment  

Looking at the emerging data that was truly questionable it was decided that the tool would 

be relooked at or redeveloped in-house with support from professionals from the Tata 

Institute of social sciences in order to conduct the assessment all over again. 

Internal Evaluation: It was decided that with Project Anando entering its 5th year of 

intervention it was crucial to undertake an internal evaluation of all processes and activities 

to gauge our strengths and weaknesses. In the month of March 2010 the Research team 

was given the task of preparing a paper on the same and look at conducting an internal 

evaluation exercise for Project Anando. The report of the same was expected to be 

completed by the month of December 2010.  
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 Staff Capacity Building 

Manthan: The six monthly reviews cum capacity building programmes for LOLT 

team members for Raigad District and Jalna, Washim & Nandurbar District were 

organized as per plan in this reporting period. Since the team from Jalna, 

Washim & Nandurbar district were relatively new capacity building programmes 

were organized keeping this in mind. Team members were given opportunities to 

become trainers depending on their interests and areas of passion which bore 

extreme good fruit as each one proved worthy of the task given to them.  

In addition to that four team members attended training workshops in Fund 

raising & Proposal writing in this reporting year.      
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 ANANDO INDIVIDUAL & CORPORATE DONORS  

 

INDIVIDUAL DONORS 

Donor  Purpose 

Neelam & Parossom Vicky Daryani Anando Child Sponsorship 

Malu Thandramani Anando Child Sponsorship 

Dinar Workingboxwalla Anando Child Sponsorship 

Radio Club mela Anando General Donation 

Arts motion production (Aanchal Gupta) Anando Child Sponsorship 

Monica Leher Anando Child Sponsorship 

Sandeep S. Bhandarkar Anando Plus 

Vedtka Bhandarkar Anando Plus 

Parveez Jesia LOLT general Donation 

Daulat Anando Child Sponsorship 

Gaurav Jain LOLT general Donation 

Riau Rahul Vadiya Anando Plus 

Anuraag Shroff Anando Plus 

Shernaz J. Mistry Anando Child Sponsorship 

Shanti Hingorani Anando Child Sponsorship 

Mahesh Thakur Anando Child Sponsorship 

Amita Mansukhani LOLT general Donation 

Nikansh Jhaveri LOLT general Donation 

Rohensons Air Service Anando General Donation 

Uttara Iyer Anando Child Sponsorship 

Milan Virani LOLT general Donation 

Asha Sood Anando General donation 

Milan Virani LOLT general Donation 

Porus & Dilnawaz Anando Child Sponsorship 

Anindya Chakravarty Anando General Donation 

Saurabh Shah Anando General Donation 

Rajkumai Asrani LOLT general Donation 

Feroja Boga LOLT general Donation 

Rohinton Avasia LOLT general Donation 

Padma Lal Anando General Donation 

Padma Lal Anando General Donation 

Rita K. Ailsinghani LOLT general Donation 

G.S.Bhabha Anando Child Sponsorship 

Ranjit Shewakramani & Sonam R.S. Anando child Sponsorship 

Shanti Hingorani Anando Child sponsorship 

Hima Pinakin Patel Anando child Sponsorship 

Laila Khalid & Raj Khalid Specific Donation 

Deepika Porecha Anando general donation 

Poonam Brijlani Anando general donation 

Preeti Kirplani Anando child sponsorship 

Umesh Mukund Anando general donation 

Kavita Mirchandani Anando Child Sponsorship 
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Zareen Bilimoria LOLT general Donation 

Anuradha Badhwar & Balbir Badhwar Anando Child Sponsorship 

Mahesh Fateh Chand Thakur (NRO) Anando Child Sponsorship 

Monica Lehner  Anando Child Sponsorship 

Bob & Lola Entertainment Pvt. Ltd Marathon  

Aaina Katrak LOLT general Donation 

Ruby M. Captain Anando child Sponsorship 

Rohinton Avasia Anando child Sponsorship 

Sushma Ganguly Anando child Sponsorship 

Sami Lawati   Anando child Sponsorship 

Rajesh Perdesi / Prema Rajesh Anando child sponsorship 

Gool Bhabha Anando child sponsorship 

Vishal Jitendra shah Anando child sponsorship 

S.G.Jhangaiani Anando child sponsorship 

Siji Nair Anando child sponsorship 

Sulachana Nagpal  Marathon 

Sulachana Nagpal  Marathon 

Malharbai Foundation Marathon 

Mark J Selwyan Marathon 

Kavita Hurry & Vivek Hurry Marathon 

Laila Khalid & Raj Khalid Marathon 

Asha Sood Marathon 

Sakib Rasheed Masktai / Sharmeen Sakib 
Maskati 

Marathon 

Padma Lal Marathon 

Dinesh Kumar Lal Marathon 

S.R. Sood Marathon 

Arun Arora & Co. Marathon 

Naina Sood Marathon 

Sharmila Marathon 

Zarir Marathon 

Hiren Asudani Marathon 

Vinay Panjabi Marathon 

Khush Marathon 

Malcom Marathon 

Deepali Shah Marathon 

Namrata Asudani Marathon 

Salil Panchal Marathon 

Gautam Asudani Marathon 

Meena Advani Marathon 

Ankush Makharia Marathon 

Sejal Shah Marathon 

Nandish Dinesh Vyas  Anando General donation 

Kajal Atamprakash Rajani LOLT general Donation 

Vimal Jain LOLT general Donation 

Rajendra Popat Anando General donation 

Seema Shoukeen Anando General Donation 

Kanchan Kotwani Anando General donation 

Sandya Rao Anando General donation 

Shilpa Popat Anando General donation 
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Kambli Anando General donation 

Rohit Pratab Modi Anando Child sponsorship 

Vaishali R Shah Marathon 

Shyam Chandani Marathon 

 

Corporate Donations: 

Edelgive Foundation  Anando Child Sponsorship 

Ramesh Garware Charity Trust Anando Child Sponsorship 

Saffron Asset Advisors Pvt. Ltd Anando Child Sponsorship 

S.R. Sood Associates Anando Plus 

Mohinsh & Bharat Thadani Anando Child Sponsorship 

Axis Bank Foundation SFSEP 

Pranan Securities Pvt. LOLT general Donation 

Flowering Tree Inc, USA Anant Programme  

Johnson & Johnson Anando Child Sponsorship 

Pirojsha Godrej Foundation Anando Plus 

Rotary Club of Bombay Seaface charities Corpus Fund 

Ammada Trust Specific Donation LOLT for Medical 
treatment of Mr. Ravi Gajanan Karode 

Murlidhar Brijlal Charitable Trust Anando Child Sponsorship  

Rohensons Air Service Anando General Donation 

Birla Sunlife Pvt. Ltd Anando General Donation 

Gandhi & Associates Anando child Sponsorship 

Edelgive Foundation Anando General Donation-Nandurbar 

Edelgive Foundation Anando General Donation-Jalna 

Edelgive Foundation Recognition & Scholarship Fund 

Ashish International company   LOLT general Donation 

Batliwala & Karani Securities Anando Child Sponsorship 

                AITCO Express Pvt. Ltd  Anando Child Sponsorship 

 Maheshwar Resource Pvt. Ltd  Marathon 

 Erie Trading & Investment Co. Pvt. Ltd  Marathon 

 Royal Sterling (India ) Pvt. Ltd   Marathon 
Atdta   Washim centre 
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4. PROJECT JAGRUTI  
Project Jagruti Initiated in the year 2009, to create an awakening amongst the 

underprivileged section of the community through which they can blossom with emotional 

support and inter-dependence.  

 Children’s Home 

 Community Centre 

 Senior Citizens Home 

 Medical Diagnostic Centre 

Jagruti will be a model community which will have synergy and interdependence amongst each 

– group.  

 Children’s Home: To make each child an independent and productive citizen of 

responsible community through providing shelter and all round development. The 

children‟s home will house 600 children with 6 children in one room.  Construction will 

be undertaken in 2 phases.  

o Objective: All round development of the child through a surrogate parent. The 

children in the orphanage will be groomed through – Education, Empowerment, 

Employability & Shelter  

o Intervention : Project Anando’s 3 E Approach & skill development through the 

community centre and interaction with the senior citizen  

o Outcome : Each child will grow up to be an independent and productive citizen 

of a responsible community   

 Community Centre: Empowering the community to be able to live a life of dignity and 

independence through vocational training. Jeevan Asha was inaugurated in February 

2010. The enthusiastic Founder Ms. Rita Steinau of Chance of Life, Germany, and Ms.  

Maya Rajani of Children‟s Hope Foundation, USA who has been supporting this 

community initiative, flew half way across the globe for the opening ceremony held in 

January 2010. The classes for the same will commence from July 2010. 

o Objective : Empowerment so that they can access the available opportunities and 

lead a life of dignity and independence 

o Intervention: Vocational training along with management & marketing skills. 

o Outcome: Empowerment of underprivileged communities to be able to live a life 

of dignity and independence. Initiate small scale industries. Create an awareness 

of rights, social & health issues. 

 Senior Citizens Home: To live a life of dignity so that they become role models and 

surrogate grandparents to children. 128 senior citizens will be accommodated. The 

home will have individual and sharing rooms. Each will accommodate 64 senior citizens. 
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o Objective: Ward of loneliness, live a productive life with dignity in a peaceful & 

joyous environment along with required medical & nutritional support. 

o Intervention: provide a peaceful & secure environment with medical & nutritional 

support  

o Outcome: lead a meaningful secure & healthy life and become productive citizens 

in this stage of life.   

 Medical Diagnostic Centre: To provide a much needed medical service in the rural 

community, ensure early identification, detection of fatal diseases and to provide 

guidance for corrective treatment.  

o Objective: Early identification and detection of fatal diseases in the rural 

environment. Providing the required medical support in isolated areas. Provide 

guidance for correct treatment  

o Intervention: Awareness programmes in the local communities. Screening facilities 

for Cancer, TB, HIV  

o Outcome: Creating awareness about fatal diseases. Early detection & guidance for 

treatment. Reduction in premature death against fatal corrective diseases 
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 Jeevan Asha – Community Centre Inauguration  

The community centre was inaugurated on 20th February 2010. Ms Rita Steinau from 

Chance of Life, Germany was present for the inauguration with other members of her 

group along with Mr. Otmar Wawrik - Vice President, Marketing & Sales (Region 

Central Europe), Aesculap AG, Germany, a company who has contributed towards the 

construction of the community centre.  
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 Project Jagruti: Donors & Supporters: 

Donor Purpose 

Chance Of Life Community Centre For Women 

Children’s Hope Foundation Children’s Home 

Mr. Nandwani Children’s Home 

 

5. PROJECT AANGAN 

Aangan hospice is visualized as place of rest, before the end of one‟s lives journey. It is 

a need of our day and clearly project of great relevance. To care for and nurture with 

love terminally ill people and bring them peace and joy. At this dusk of life Light of 

Life Trust proposes to make a difference through this new and unique project Aangan. 
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6. FUND RAISING EVENTS  

In the year 2009 – 10, Light of Life Trust organized two major fund raising events: 

 Sangat 2009 - The Mehli Mehta Music Foundation 

working further towards children‟s musical 

education joined hands with the Light of Life Trust 

and presented the first concert of its Sangat series 

on 18th December, 2009 at the NCPA to support 

the cause of the Light of Life Trust.  

 

 

Some of the internationally famous artist who performed on that day were: 

 

o Marc Neikrug – Pianist, has performed with Pinchas Zukerman in recitals since 

1975, and has appeared regularly at major festivals and concert halls.   

o Raman Ramakrishnan – Cellist performs with the Daedalus Quartet which won 

First Prize and swept all special prizes at the Banff International String Quartet 

Competition.    

o Harvey De Souza – Violinist, born in Mumbai and is currently co-leader of the 

Academy of St Martin‟s-in-the-Fields Orchestra, UK.  

o Jennifer Gilbert – Violinist enjoys an international career as soloist, chamber 

musician and orchestral musician.  She is the concert master of the Orchestre 

National de Lyon, France and is first violinist of the Salome Quartet.  
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 Sur Sangeet Sangam -  a concert of 

hindi music organized by Shri Bipin 

Pandit of Khumar fame, GM Ad Club of 

Mumbai on Friday 19th March 2010 at 

the Nehru Centre.   

 

 

The internationally acclaimed artists of 

Sur Sangam Sangeet include: 

 Bipin Pandit - A Corporate 

Professional and a natural stage performer, Bipin has charmed his audiences for 

almost two decades through more than 900 shows. 

 Sunil Menon - Has performed internationally with renowned artists 

 Rohit Borkar – Disciple of Hindustani Classical Music  

 Mona Kamat – Participated in television programs and also has few albums to 

her    credit.  

 Dinesh Ghate – An Octopad Player since 1995 and Editor and Publisher of a 

music magazine called Swar Aalap. 

 Anand Bahal – A stage performer for more than a decade, more than 1000 

music shows nationally and internationally. 

 Shraddha Vete - Mokashi – A classical vocalist since 15 years, has performed 

with artists of great reputation. 

 Pradeep Pandit – A playback singer for television shows since 15 years and has 

trained participants of  Indian Idol and Jhoom India 
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 7. DETAILS AS PER CREDIBILITY ALLIANCE  

 

Organization registered as -   Trust 

Are the documents available to the public on request? Yes 

Does your vision and mission reflect in programme and activities Yes 

Is there any litigation, by any party, pending against the organization? No 

Is there any pending litigation, by the organization against any party? No 

Are there any serious audit notes (in auditor‟s report) on any material 

point?  

No 

Are there any material transactions involving conflict of interest between 

a Board or Staff member and the Organization?   

No 

Are your Annual Reports disseminated to Key Stakeholders (latest year)? Yes 

Please write how accounts of your organization constructed, on cash or 

accrual basis? 

Accrual 

Are the Accounts of the organization audited by a Chartered 

Accountant? 

Yes 

Do you have a Personnel Policy (policies related to employees/Staff, such 

as Employee Recruitment, Employee Conduct, Salaries & Benefits etc.). 

Yes 

Are organization‟s staff / personnel policies made available to all staff 

members? 

Yes 

Does your organization provide the following report to anyone on 

request?   List of Board Members/ Trustees  ;Annual Activity Report            

;Audited Financial Statements  

 

 

Yes 

Are any of the Board Members related to one another by blood or 

marriage 

No 

 

Board of Trustees   

Sr. No. Name Age Gender Occupation Position in the Board 

1 Ms. Villy Doctor 59 Female Director Chairperson 

2 Ms. Gayatri Ruia 35 Female Business Trustee 

3 Mr. Sujal Shroff 39 Male Business Trustee 

4 Mr. Jitendra Mehta 51 Male Business Trustee 

5 Mr. Manoj Murarka 46 Male Business Trustee 
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Travel of Trustees 

Please Note that none of the Board of Trustees have received remuneration / honorarium 

during this financial year 2009 – 2010.  

 

 

Remuneration to Staff  

Slab of gross monthly 

salary (in Rs.) plus 

benefits paid to staff 

Male Staff Female Staff  Total Staff 

<2500 22 24 46 

<7000 36 23 59 

<15000 14 4 18 

<30000 5 1 6 

<50000 2 2 4 

>/ 50000  0 0 0 

 

Designation and Remuneration of the Highest and Lowest Full Time Employees: (PA) 

a. Highest:  CEO: < than 50,000  

b. Lowest:   Office Assistant < 2500 
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8. FINANCIAL AUDITED STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS (2009 – 10)  
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